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Introduction

• What is this japa movement and 
how does one make sense of it the 
context of Nigerian academia?

• “We shall meet later in the future.” 
(Italicised for emphasis)

Viral screenshot of japa notice from lecturer to students



Fig 2: Memeified “Eniola Salami” character from King of Boys: The Return of the King



Nigeria’s socioeconomic 
context and out-migration



• Nigeria: a demographic giant

• Young population

• Centralised federal democracy

Nigerian map within Africa



National debt in relation to GDP, 2017-2027

Africa’s highest GDP, 2021

Nigeria’s GDP growth, 2019-2021

Africa’s highest GDP per capita, 2021

Source: statista.com



Source: The World Bank (2022)



Drivers and routes on Nigerian migration (Adepoju, 2017)



Japa
Nigeria’s “new migration dispensation”?



Flee!
“Japa does not mean to walk 
away. It is to flee from danger 
or a compromising situation. 
It means fleeing an abusive 
relationship, an extremely 
demanding situation, and life-
threatening issues. And the 
king of the meanings: Flee 
from Nigeria” (Falola, 2022).



Japa + movement!







The Nigerian University 
System (NUS)



• In the last five years, 38% 
more private universities were 
established, followed by state 
unis (22%), then federally 
owned (18%) ones.

• In 2017, 2,159,461 students 
enrolled at both undergrad 
and postgrad levels.

Ownership 2017 2018 2019 2022

Federal 41 43 43 49

State 46 47 48 59

Private 74 75 79 111

Total 219



• “Nigeria now offers a disturbing confirmation of Afro-pessimism, 
the violations of academic freedom and the collapse of the 
universities throughout the continent.”

• (Arowosegbe, 2021, p. 277) 



• “Surely, we cannot expect our less fortunate brothers who have not 
had the benefits of formal education as we did to perform miracles. 
For, as long as we stay away, less qualified citizens on the spot 
will occupy the responsible positions and carry out the 
development of that country to the best of their ability. No doubt 
some mistakes have been made in the past either in planning or 
execution of projects and policies. This is sometimes attributable to 
inexperience on the part of planners and lack of executive capacity.
Running a government is a very complex art. Why, then, do we 
want to leave our government in the hands of anyone but the 
best the country can produce?”

• Nwaochei (1979, p. 55)



Precarised academia
Battle to the bottom?



Source: Meggo Comics 

Company on Twitter



ASUU: Labour Union struggles with 
the state and dispossession

• Emergence of politicised universities

• 1978: founding of Academic Staff Union of Universities (ASUU) 
to replace the Nigerian Association of University Teachers kick-
started the battle to the bottom (?)

• anti-establishment stance and challenging contradictions in capital and 
labour relations (Arowosegbe, 2021)



Strikes in Nigerian public universities, 
1999-2022 

Year Strike days

1999 150

2001 90

2002 14

2003 180

2005 3

2006 7

2007 90

2008 7

2009 120

2010 157

Year Strike days

2011 190

2013 150

2016 7

2017 35

2018–2019 115

2020 274 (appx.)

2022 246 (appx.)

Total 

strike days 

(in Years) 

1,835 (5)



• “My boss is a comedian; the wage he pays is a joke.”

• “My take-home pay cannot take me home.”



• “The professors spend more time off campus trying to survive
the harsh economic conditions and less time in the classrooms
under a dark cloud of penury, terror and despair” (Eribo, 1996)



Source: Vanguard News 

Online





A look at the Bottom
Academic japa and the “cycle of copies of copies” in Nigeria



Original state

Academic brain 
drain starts

BD intensifies, 
more established 
scholars leaving; 

newly trained not 
returning

Retention and 
recruitment crack 

showing; 
academia not 

attractive

Patriotic talents 
staying, hopeful. 
Best leaving still; 

second-bests 
recruited

Patriots ageing 
out, become 
bewildered; 

managing second 
bests.

Patriots no longer 
at ease; advise 
second-bests 
products of 

second-
second…best to 

leave

Institution 
struggling to 

recover. Patriots 
work against 
knowledge 

wastage; share 
regrets, tell ‘em to 

run

Academic japa 
and the “cycle of 
copies of 
copies” in 
Nigeria



“Why are you still in 
Nigeria?”
An autoethnographic closing reflection



“Why are you still in Nigeria?”: An 
autoethnographic closing reflection
• The lived condition of Nigerian academic service is of a curious 

elasticity, one that keeps giving way to uncomfortable, 
degrading and choking adjustments.

• Most of us are mostly products of “copies of copies” and there is 
japa pressure that has become difficult to ignore.

• So, when people ask young Nigerian academics the question, 
“why are you still in Nigeria?” What kind of response should 
they provide besides waiting to japa?



Thank you for listening!


